PROGRAMS AND PRESENTATIONS
We provide a wide range of programs both here at the store as well as off-site. Many programs have been very well
received but we also can cater a program to your needs/wishes. Naturally, we like to match the program to the time of
year, so timing is the first step in selecting an ideal program for your group.
Following are some examples of the programs we have available:

10 Great Plants…10 Great Plant Stories
An informative and entertaining presentation that we often suggest for first time visits.

10 Ways to Make Your Landscape Easier to Maintain
Practical solutions to the things that are most likely taking up too much of your gardening
time.

A Tour of Historical English Gardens and the Chelsea Garden Show
Visit some of the most beautiful and historic gardens of England as the most pre-eminent garden show on earth.

Adding Edibles to Your Landscape
One of our most requested programs, learn how to incorporate edibles into your existing garden spaces.

Beware of No Interest from Your Winter Garden
See a list of plants suited to bring color and interest to your winter garden space.

Gardening Trends... At Home and Within the Industry
This interesting program explains why there many changes in the way we garden, how we
shop and what is available to us all.

Going Native
Why native plants are important and some of the best selections to use in your landscape.

Hydrangeas...The Real Story
De-mystifying some of the most common questions of this favorite plant family.

Iceland... A Land of Contrasts
Enjoy this pictorial tour and history of this incredibly unique country.

Landscape Design Tutorial
Originally prepared for Master gardener training, this tutorial helps homeowners to better
understand the thought process and practical application of landscape design elements.

Landscape Pruning
Originally prepared for Master Gardener training, this presentation outlines the basics of proper pruning techniques and
timing.

New, Different and Exciting... Plants of Distinction
This ever-changing presentation will highlight new landscape plant selections.

Perennials for Every Season
This presentation showcases plants that together, bring an entire season of color to your
garden space.

Spring Gardening Tasks... Tips to Get Your Gardens off to a Great Start

Putting Your Garden to Bed... Preparing for Winter

View of a Plant Snob... Under-Appreciated Plants You Need in Your Garden
So many great plants... so little garden spaces. Learn about worthy plants that simply don’t get enough attention.

We also offer a near limitless number of demonstrations and workshops. Between our floral designers,
horticulturalists and landscape planners, we can help prepare an informative and entertaining
experience for nearly any group.
Costs of programs vary on number of participants, cost of materials and travel expenses.
Call today to schedule a speaker, workshop or demonstration.
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